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Abstract
Traditional supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), like metakaolin or microsilica, highly improve various prop-

erties of concrete, making it more resistant against the effects of the environment. However, the cost of concrete is highly

influenced by the applied amount of SCMs. Cellular concrete powder (CCP) is a by-product, produced by the cutting and

curving process of cellular concrete blocks, which has the possibility to be used for similar purposes as SCMs. The present

paper introduces the results of the laboratory experiments, conducted by the authors, and their analysis. The experiments

were designed to investigate the effects of CCP on mortars, normal and high-strength concretes in terms of strength and

durability. To get a deeper understanding of the processes taking place in a mortar or concrete containing CCP, ther-

mogravimetric analysis was performed as well. CCP was applied in the mixes in different amount, and the performance of

CCP was compared to SCMs. CCP was found to be a feasible alternative to SCMs in case of normal-strength concrete,

while in case of high-strength concrete it did not improve the strength of the reference concrete. It could be traced back to

the sulfate swelling of CCP particles. In optimal dosage, CCP was found to be preferable to metakaolin (MK) for durability

characteristics. The combined usage of CCP and MK was investigated as well, but it did not result a concrete with better

performance than the reference mix.

Keywords Cellular concrete powder � Waste material � Freeze–thaw resistance � Outdoor structural concrete �
Supplementary cementitious materials � Metakaolin

Introduction

Many researches on concrete are aiming to create more

advantageous concrete from strength and durability stand-

point with the application of innovative admixtures and

supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) [1]. SCMs

are highly advantageous, because besides their positive

effects on strength and durability, they have environmental

benefits, like the reduction in carbon dioxide emission and

decreasing the porosity of normal-strength concrete [2–6].

The strict European air pollution regulations have produced

many industrial by-products that can be used as supple-

mentary cementitious materials, like metakaolin (MK) or

silica fume. SCMs are applied to increase strength or

enhance durability or to simply decrease cement content

(as the most expensive component of concrete). However,

nowadays the cost of typical SCMs (metakaolin, silica

fume) is increasing due to the high demand. Thus,

researchers should look for other types of low-cost mate-

rials, which can have similar positive effects as SCMs.

Various waste materials can be used as SCMs as it was

showed [7, 8]. Mechanical behavior of different waste

materials was investigated by several researchers [9–12].

Ceramic waste was used as SCM in the study of Bignozzi

and Saccani [13], and it was proven to be a valid alternative

to cement. In the research of Puertas [14], ceramic wastes

(fired red or white wall tiles) were applied in cement

clinker production. The research showed that the particle

size of the applied waste material was lower than 90 lm,

which resulted in a higher reactivity of this type of cement.

The effect of particle size (surface area) of waste materials

used as SCMs was investigated, and it was found that the
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higher surface area (so smaller particle size) resulted higher

compressive strength and strength activity index [15]. The

relationship of specific area and compressive strength was

shown to be linear.

Recycled glass with proper chemical composition and

average fineness could be used as SCM as well [16].

Pozzolanic behavior was determined by using indirect

(compressive strength test) and direct (thermogravimetric

analysis) methods [17]. By the usage of thermogravimetric

analysis and calorimetry, the hardening process and the

mechanism of hydration in cementitious systems can be

investigated [18–21]. Based on that, it can be investigated

whether a material is suitable for potential SCM or not.

In the present study, the waste of production and

installation of cellular (aerated) concrete blocks are

investigated. The blocks are made from lightweight aerated

concrete, which besides its structural role provides heat

insulation as well [22, 23]. During the production and the

cutting of the blocks, huge amount of waste material in

form of powder is produced. The cellular concrete powder

(CCP) could be easily collected and later used as concrete

component. An advantage of CCP is that it is in the form of

fine powder, as the result of the cutting process, thus no

further preparation is needed before it is mixed to the other

components of concrete. The main reaction product in

cellular concrete belongs to the tobermorite group of cal-

cium silicate hydrates (C–S–H) [24]. These products have

very high specific surface area and are stable, which indi-

cates that they may be used as SCM. There were already

attempts to reuse the waste of cellular concrete as aggre-

gate at the department of the authors [25, 26]. The results

showed a slight decrease in performance, when the cellular

concrete waste was added to the concrete mix as coarse

aggregate. In our research, CCP is applied in the form of

fine powder.

Research objectives

The objective of this research is to investigate the effect of

CCP on normal-strength concrete (NSC), by using different

concrete mixes. It is aimed to find a roughly optimal

quantity of CCP in concrete and compare it to SCMs in

strength and durability point of view. The dosage of SCMs

or CCP could be very important, because above a given

amount, SCMs reduce the performance of both strength

and durability parameters [27]. In Borosnyói’s study [27], a

research program is introduced, which was performed at

the Department of Construction Materials and Technolo-

gies, at BUTE. In that study, SCMs applied in concrete

with different dosages were investigated at various ages.

High-strength concrete (HSC) mix (C60/75) was used that

contained maximum 17% (compared to the mass of

cement) SCM. The applied SCMs were silica fume,

metakaolin and the mix of them. The major outcomes were

the following:

• the optimal amount of SCM is close to 10%, which was

also found in other studies [28],

• the strength increase, caused by the SCMs, is the

highest at 28 days of age. After that, in all cases, a

proportionally smaller strength increase was measured.

• The mixture, when the two SCMs were mixed,

performed better than the reference mixture, but not

better than the SCMs applied singly.

Research plan

The research plan of present study to achieve the stated

objectives was the following:

1. Firstly, the effect of CCP was investigated on cement

mortars containing different amount of CCP or MK.

Here, the aim was to see clearly the effect of CCP

without any other possible disturbances.

2. In the next step, a given percentage of cement is

substituted by CCP in normal-strength concrete. The

mixes with different amount of CCP are compared to a

mix containing MK and another containing the mixture

of CCP and MK.

3. Then, a high-strength concrete mix (same as presented

in the study of Borosnyói [27]) is used and CCP is

mixed to the concrete mix, by substituting a given

amount of cement. It is also compared to a mix

containing MK and another containing the mixture of

CCP and MK.

4. The microstructure of CCP and of the concrete mixes

are analyzed using thermogravimetric analysis and

scanning electromicroscope to get an understanding of

the observed phenomena.

All the samples described in step 2–4 are tested for

compressive strength, frost resistance and freeze–thaw

resistance, as it can be seen in Fig. 1. The samples of step 1

are subjected to compressive strength test. Besides these,

thermogravimetric analysis was performed on all the

samples.

Experimental

Cement mortars

Three different cement mortars were used for the experi-

ments in the first step of our research (see ‘‘Research plan’’

section) that are described in Table 1.
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All samples contained CEM I 42.5 N-type cement and

only the necessary amount of water (v/c = 0.5) was added.

40 mm 9 40 mm 9 160 mm prisms were cast from the

above-described mortar and their density and flexural- and

compressive strengths were determined.

In the present research, one type of CCP with original

gross dry body density (of the block) of 440 kg m-3 was

applied. The choice was based on business sales statistics

that were received from the manufacturer company. It was

taken into consideration to test the other available types,

but this parameter was kept unchanged during present tests.

It is planned to be tested in further research phases with

demolished CCP waste used as aggregate as well. The most

important properties of the original CCP block (from which

was obtained), based on its declaration of performance:

• Mean compressive strength: 3.0 N mm-2,

• Thermal conductivity: 0.125 W mK-1,

• Water vapor permeability: 5/10.

It is important to mention that the applied aggregate size

of the CCP belongs to the 0/0.09 fraction (particle size

lower than 0.09 mm), while the MK does to the 0/0.018

fraction. The particle sizes were determined using laser

diffraction analysis. The specific surface area of CCP is

lower with an order of magnitude compared to MK, as it is

shown in Table 2.

The density and porosity of CCP and MK were also

determined based on the Hungarian national standard [29].

The amount of CCP did not affect the workability of the

mixes. The body density of CCP is increasing with its

fineness, as shown in Fig. 2. While, in brick form, it is only

700 kg m-3, then in powder form it is already

2000 kg m-3, which is still less, than concrete’s density.

Based on this figure, the porosity of CCP decreased with

grinding and pulverizing. Figure 8 shows that there are still

pores in the powder and it could be further pulverized;

however, these small pores could be advantageous for frost

resistance. In the present research, the powder was not

further pulverized, and it was applied as it arrived at the

1.

4.

2. 3.

Step.

Step.

Step:
Microstructural analysis on all the samples

(mortars, normal and high strength concretes)

Thermogravimetric analysis
Scanning Electro Microscope

Conclusions

containing CCP and MK  CCP and MK

Compressive strength test, frost resistance test, freeze- Compressive strength test, frost resistance test, freeze-
thaw resistance test thaw resistance test

6 different mixer (Ref., Y3, Y10, Y17, MK10, MK/Y 7/3) 6 different mixer (Ref., Y3, Y10, Y17, MK10, MK/Y 7/3)

Investingations on normal strength concrete sample Investingations on high strength concrete sample containing

Step:Step:

compressive strength test; Material properties of MK and CCP
3 different mixes (Ref., Y10,MK10)

Investingations on cement mortar samples containing CCP and MK
•

•

•

•
• •

•

•

Fig. 1 Research steps flowchart

Table 1 CCP and MK proportions in the different mortar samples

Notation Description Performed laboratory tests on the samples

Reference Reference mix, 100% cement Compressive strength test and thermogravimetric analysis at different ages of the samples

Y10 10% of cement was substituted by CCP

MK10 10% of cement was substituted by MK
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laboratory. The bulk density of the MK in the applied

powder form was 550 kg m-3.

The main oxide components (in percentage) of the two

supplementary materials and the applied cement were the

following:

• Cement SiO2 ? 19.33%; CaO ? 63.43%; MgO ?
1.45%; Fe2O3 ? 3.42%; Al2O3 ? 4.67%; SO3 ?
2.6%

• MK SiO2 ? 53.0%; Al2O3 ? 41.7%; Fe2O3 ? 0.52%

• CCP SiO2 ? 54.3%; CaO ? 22.8%; Al2O3 ? 5.1%;

SO3 ? 4.9%

Concrete mix design

Two basic concrete mixes were used during our experi-

ments, which are described with more details in [27, 30].

The first concrete mix was designed to have a relatively

low resistance against freezing. The aimed strength class

was C20/25 in case of the reference mix, which is a widely

used concrete strength class in the industry. A concrete

from the C20/25 strength class is usually appropriate for

regular civil engineering structures, the reason why stron-

ger concretes are used is the durability issues of these

structures. However, if a concrete could be designed, which

belongs to the C20/25 strength class and has better dura-

bility performance, then it could be applied by the industry.

Three nominal grading fractions according to European

Standard EN 12620:2002?A1:2008 [31] were used: sand

0/4 mm, small gravel 4/8 mm and medium gravel

8/16 mm. The aggregate used in the reference mix was

normal quartz gravel with dmax = 16 and distribution as

follows (Table 3).

The reference mix’s design is described in Table 4.

CEM I 42.5 N-type cement (270 kg m-3) was used,

water-to-cement ratio was 0.57 in case of the reference mix

and superplasticizers were not used. The above-detailed

mixture was used as the reference mix, in which a given

amount of cement was substituted by CCP (or MK) or to

which a given amount of CCP (or MK) was added. Finally,

there were six different mixes.

Table 5 shows that the present research was designed to

investigate the effect of CCP with different proportions as

well as the interaction of MK with CCP.

The other reference mix was designed to be a high-

strength concrete with the strength class around C60/75

(for more detailed description of the mix, see [27]). This

mix was used to see that the relations observed in case of

the first mix (normal-strength concrete) are also true in case

of a high-strength, high frost resistance concrete. The

aggregate particle size distribution of the high-strength

concrete mix can be seen in Table 6.

The maximum aggregate diameter was 16 mm, and

CEM I 42.5 N-type cement (325 kg m-3 together with the

SCM) was used with 0.40 water-to-cement ratio. The

dosages (in percentage) of CCP and MK were the same as

in case of the normal-strength concrete (Table 7).

From the above-described mixes, 100-mm and 150-mm

edge length cubes were cast and used during the laboratory

experiments.

Density versus Fineness
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–3

Fig. 2 Density/kg m-3 versus fineness/mm of CCP

Table 3 Aggregate particle size distribution of the C20/25 class ref-

erence concrete

Aggregate diameter/mm Distribution/% Actual mass/kg m-3

0/4 47 936

4/8 25 498

8/16 28 557

Table 4 Mix design of the reference mix

Component Distribution/– Mass/kg m-3

Cement CEM I 42.5 N – 270

Water w/c = 0.57 – 154

Aggregate 0/4/mm 0.47 936

4/8/mm 0.25 498

8/16/mm 0.28 557

Sum 1 2415

Table 2 Specific surface area of

MK and CCP determined by

laser diffraction analysis

Material Metakaolin Cellular concrete powder

Specific surface area/cm2 cm-3 28,695 2513
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Laboratory tests

This section shortly summarizes the applied laboratory

tests.

Strength and durability tests

The compressive strength of the concretes was determined

at 28 days of age after wet curing (stored for 14 days under

water and 14 days on dry laboratory air) of the 150-mm

edge length specimens according to European Standard

EN 12390-3:2009 [32]. The uniaxial compressive strength

test was performed in an Alpha 3-3000 S hydraulic press

with 11.25 kN s-1 (static) loading rate.

The samples were subjected to frost resistance test as

well. Compressive strength test was also carried out on

samples, which were subjected to freezing cycles to

determine their frost resistance. Frost resistance test is

usually recommended by standards for concretes applied in

vertical structures, like pillars and walls. The test was

carried out based on the MSZ 4715/3-72 standard [33].

Freeze–thaw resistance test is the most common pro-

cedure to quantify the durability of concrete [34]. During

the freeze–thaw resistance test, the samples are subjected

to alternating freezing and thawing cycles based on the

recommendations of the CEN/TS 12390-9:2007 standard

[35]. This test is recommended for concretes used in

Table 5 CCP and MK proportions in the different mixes of the normal-strength concrete samples

Notation Description Cement/

kg m-3
CCP/

kg m-3
MK/

kg m-3
Performed laboratory tests on the samples

Reference Reference mix, as it described

above

270 0 0 Compressive strength test, frost resistance test, freeze–thaw

resistance test and thermogravimetric analysis

Y3 3% of cement was substituted by

CCP

261.9 8.1 0

Y10 10% of cement was substituted by

CCP

243 27 0

Y17 17% of cement was substituted by

CCP

224.1 45.9 0

MK10 10% of cement was substituted by

MK

243 0 27

MK/Y

7/3

10% of cement was substituted 7%

by MK and 3% by CCP

243 8.1 18.9

Table 6 Aggregate particle size distribution of the C60/75 class ref-

erence concrete

Aggregate diameter/mm Distribution/% Actual mass/kg m-3

0/4 40 774

4/8 25 484

8/16 35 677

Table 7 CCP and MK proportions in the different mixes of the high-strength concrete samples

Notation Description Cement/

kg m-3
CCP/

kg m-3
MK/

kg m-3
Performed laboratory tests on the samples

Reference Reference mix, as it described

above

325 0 0 Compressive strength test, frost resistance test, freeze–thaw

resistance test and thermogravimetric analysis

Y3 3% of cement was substituted by

CCP

315.25 9.75 0

Y10 10% of cement was substituted by

CCP

292.5 32.5 0

Y17 17% of cement was substituted by

CCP

269.75 55.25 0

MK10 10% of cement was substituted by

MK

292.5 0 32.5

MK/Y

7/3

10% of cement was substituted 7%

by MK and 3% by CCP

292.5 9.75 22.75
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horizontal structures, like pavements. First, the originally

100 9 100 9 100 mm samples are cut in half. The test can

be performed on three different surfaces of the specimen:

sawn surface, top surface, surface cast against formwork.

The CEN standard recommends the evaluation based on

the results of the sawn surface. After the freeze–thaw

cycles, the specimens are taken out from the freezer and the

scaled material from the tested surface is removed and

weighed. The more measured mass the higher the scaling

and the lower the freeze–thaw resistance.

Microstructural analysis

The most widely applied method for studying the internal

processes occur in cement-based systems is thermogravi-

metric analysis (TGA). TGA was applied to provide

information about the processes (phase transitions, thermal

decomposition, etc.) in CCP. In our measurements, the

following data were recorded and plotted over time, as it

can be seen in figures in ‘‘Results and discussion’’ section:

• the temperature (T) of the investigated material/�C,
• the thermogravimetric (TG) curve/mg,

• the first derivative of the TG curve (DTG)/mg s-1,

• and the differential thermal analysis (DTA) curve/�C.

The measurements were performed using a MOM

Q-1500 D type derivatograph with a Derill converter,

applying 10 K min-1 heating rate. The tested material was

taken from the middle of the samples.

Besides that, the surface topography was investigated by

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) method, to have a

picture about the microstructure of CCP.

Results and discussion

In the present section, the results of the laboratory tests are

presented and discussed.

Results of long-time measurements on mortars

First, the effect of CCP on cement mortars was investigated

as it was mentioned in ‘‘Research plan’’ section. The results

in different ages can be seen in Table 8.

The results show (Table 8) that in early ages all the

added materials (CCP, MK) are decreasing the compres-

sive strength; however, after a given time (* 90 days),

their effect on strength becomes positive. The thermo-

gravimetric analysis shows that in the curves of the deri-

vatograms presented in Fig. 3, there are three

characteristic, mass-changing endothermic

transformations:

1. Peak The evaporation of the unbounded water content

of the sample furthermore the loss of gypsum and

ettringite phase in the range of 80–240 �C,
2. Peak The decomposition of the calcium hydroxide

phase with loss of water at 430–540 �C [36]:

Ca(OH)2 ? CaO ? H2O,

3. Peak Mainly carbon dioxide loss of calcium carbonate,

which was the result of the carbonation of calcium

hydroxide, above 600 �C: CaCO3 ? CaO ? CO2.

The decrease in the first peak’s size clearly shows the

decrease in unbounded water content (mixing water) in the

sample and indicates the increase in Ca(OH)2 content.

Similar behavior was observed on the Y10 and MK10

samples as well.

The calculated mass losses of the above-mentioned three

degradation processes are listed in Table 9. Based on the

loss of water resulting from the decomposition of calcium

hydroxide, the amount of portlandite present in the system

at a given age was calculated, which is also shown in

Table 9. The table highlights the mass loss in the range of

600–800 �C that is the carbon dioxide loss of calcium

carbonate, which was indicated by the (3) peak mildly

observable in Fig. 3 as well.

The Ca(OH)2 content of the different mortars over time

is shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that in all ages the reference

mortar has the highest Ca(OH)2 content, while the MK10

mortar has the lowest Ca(OH)2 content. The Y10 mortar,

where 10% of cement is substituted by CCP (which can be

apprehended as an inert material), is between the other two

mortars but in time it gets closer to the reference mortar. In

a strength point of view, until 28 days of age the reference

has the highest compressive strength. Until 28 days of age,

as the Ca(OH)2 content increasing, the strength increasing

as well in all mixes with similar tendency. Until the age of

28 days, the strength of the three mixes increases similarly.

The 28-day compressive strength, which is used in the

standards, is almost the same for all the mortars. After

28 days, the compressive strength of the Y10 mortar

increases with the same rate as the reference mix and their

Ca(OH)2 content reaches the same level, as it can be seen

in Fig. 5. Meanwhile, in case of the MK10, the rate of

Table 8 Compressive strength results of the mortar prism samples

Compressive strength/N mm-2

2 days 7 days 28 days 90 days 180 days

Reference 53.1 72.6 74.2 76.4 86.1

Y10 47.3 65.4 73.9 83.4 84.8

MK10 50.3 68.6 72.0 94.0 104.0
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Fig. 3 Result of the TG analysis

(time vs. temperature and mass

change) of the reference mortar

after mixing (0 days—a and at

180 days b) of age

Table 9 Mass loss and amount of portlandite in the samples from 0 to 180 days of age

Thermal decomposition range/�C Mass loss/%

After mixing 2 days 7 days 28 days 90 days 180 days

Reference 20–240 23.68 15.74 15.61 14.89 15.85 15.52

430–540 0.14 2.5 2.85 2.87 2.75 3.05

600–800 1.38 1.54 1.79 1.29 1.51 2.59

20–800 26.02 23.92 24.76 23.46 23.71 25.17

Ca(OH)2 amount 0.58 10.27 11.71 11.8 11.9 12.54

Y10 20–240 24.9 17.32 17.88 15.53 14.91 16.07

430–540 0.29 2.13 2.63 2.61 2.8 3.14

600–800 1.07 2.13 1.91 1.83 2.03 1.73

20–800 27.67 24.55 26.19 24.17 23.99 25.74

Ca(OH)2 amount 1.19 8.75 10.5 10.72 11.51 12.45

MK10 20–240 22.63 10.12 16.41 16.07 15.57 16.18

430–540 0.16 1.99 2.65 2.36 2.45 2.43

600–800 1.14 1.2 1.32 1.39 1.54 2.09

20–800 24.72 24.2 24.23 24.4 24.13 24.73

Ca(OH)2 amount 0.66 8.18 9 9.7 10.07 9.99
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Ca(OH)2 content increase is slighter compared to the other

two mortars; however, its compressive strength is

increasing with a higher rate than previously. In that phase,

the effect of the supplementary material is more significant

than the hardening of cement. Based on that, it can be seen

that the CCP is not working similarly to a traditional SCM

(metakaolin), its behavior is closer to a filler material. The

figure shows that after 90 days of age the Ca(OH)2 content

of MK10 is slightly decreasing. The reason behind it is that

MK has high reactivity with Ca(OH)2, but low reaction

rate, thus it requires more time to form CSH crystals that

integrate into the crystal structure of concrete. In case of

Y10, this behavior cannot be seen which also indicates that

CCP does not work as a traditional SCM, there is no

hydration of CCP. However, CCP does not decrease the

Ca(OH)2 content in long term, thus the alkalinity of the

mix remains unchanged, which is advantageous against

corrosion when the concrete is applied together with steel

reinforcing bars. It means that CCP can be applied in

higher amount compared to MK. Based on the previous

experiences of the authors, from MK more than 20% is not

recommended, because it can highly decrease the alkalinity

of the concrete.

The density and flexural strength measurement data

were recorded as well, but the results did not indicate any

finding.

Compressive strength results of the concrete
samples

Normal-strength concrete with CCP substituting cement

As it was mentioned in ‘‘Research plan’’ section, it was

investigated, what effect the CCP has, if it is added to the

mix of a normal-strength concrete. The C20/25 concrete

was chosen to be used in the experiments, because on a

concrete with relatively low compressive strength and low

frost resistance, the effect of CCP could be significant and

easily observed. CCP in different amounts was mixed to

the reference mix by substituting a given amount of

cement. Based on the literature data [27] from 3 to 17% of

the cement amount was substituted. In Fig. 6, the com-

pression test results are presented, which show that even a

small amount (3%) of CCP could increase the compressive

strength of NSC. With the increase in the amount of CCP

in the mix, the compressive strength is increasing as well,

until a given point around 10%. 17% of CCP is already

showed less advantageous performance, than the 10%,

which increased the compressive strength with 34%. Based

on the laboratory tests the Y10 mix could be called as a

rough optimum. Similar value for SCMs (metakaolin and

silica fume) was found in [27]. It is important to see that

the Y10 mix increased the strength and it also decreased

the amount of cement in the mix by 10%, which in large

scale could be economically highly beneficial.

The final aim of this research was to determine whether

CCP could be used as an alternative to traditional SCMs or

not. Therefore, MK (a typically used SCM) was mixed to
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the reference mix. 10% (substituting cement) dosage of

MK was applied, based on the final conclusions of [27].

Besides that, the interaction of the MK and CCP was tes-

ted. Figure 6 shows that the MK10 was the most advan-

tageous, it increased highly (by 61%) the compressive

strength of NSC. The mix of the CCP and MK increased

the strength as well, however not as much as the MK10

mix. Comparing to the Y10 mix, the MK10 mix is still

superior; however, CCP is a freely available construction

waste, which does not require any preparation before

mixing, while nowadays metakaolin is produced in

factories.

The impressing performance of the CCP could be

explained by its form, which is a fine powder (made of a

cement-based material) that increases the specific area of

the aggregates and works as a filling material (see ‘‘Cement

mortars’’ section). CCP came to the laboratory in powder

form and its density was close to the density of the applied

cement. By adding this fine powder to the concrete mix a

more favorable aggregate frame is developed, which con-

tains more fine particles. At this w/c ratio, CCP decreased

the porosity of the concrete as well. This physical effect is

a reason behind the advantageous performance of the

mixes containing CCP. The maximum strength increase

was 34% (Y10 mix), which was possible using a filler

material (CCP). Most SCMs work as a filling material too

and their particle size is smaller than the particle size of

cement. It is not the case for CCP, which from this

standpoint could not be considered as a real SCM. Nev-

ertheless, CCP is still increasing the compressive strength

of concrete. It would be interesting to see its effect, if it is

pulverized to the particle size of traditional SCMs. Tradi-

tional SCMs has a chemical effect as well (their reaction

with Ca(OH)2), which was not observed in case of CCP

and can be explained by the size of the CCP particles that

are an order of magnitude higher than the MK particles.

MK was able to increase the strength to a greater extent

(61%), because it works as a filler material and as a

hydraulic component as well. The MK/Y 7/3 mix had

slightly better performance than the Y10 mix, but worse

than the MK10 mix. The amount of filling material was the

same here (10% was substituted), but only a lower amount

(7%) was a hydraulic material. Based on the literature [27]

it is advisory to apply at least 10% to reach beneficial

results. If only 7% of cement is substituted by MK, it is not

able to exert its favorable effects or these effects are per-

ceivable only later (not at the age of 28 days).

To get a better understanding of the processes taking

place in the material a thermogravimetric (TG/DTG/DTA)

analysis was performed on CCP. In Fig. 7, the result of the

thermogravimetric measurements performed on CCP can

be seen. In the figure, an exothermic peak is visible around

110 min (700 �C). Cellular concrete was autoclaved above

180 �C and there tobermorite (C5S6H5—special type of

CSH) was developed, which favorably effects the strength

of concrete. The ideal CSH frame of tobermorite, as a

filling material, increases the strength of concrete, as it was

observable in the compressive strength measurements.

The surface topography was investigated by Scanning

Electron Microscope (SEM) method, to have a picture

about the microstructure of CCP. As shown in Fig. 8, the

size of fine particles is within the range of sizes of an ideal

filling material. However, larger particles can be seen as

well, which contain pores that decrease the strength,

although it could be advantageous in a frost resistance

point of view. These particles can absorb water into their

capillary system, which later works as an inner curing

during the hardening of concrete.

High-strength concrete containing CCP and MK

The previous investigations were repeated on a high-

strength concrete (used as reference mix) as well. The same

mix design for the reference mix was used as in [27]. This

mix produced a C60/75 class concrete. In this case, by the

increase in the amount of CCP the compressive strength

decreased. In Fig. 9, it can be seen, that the decrease until

10% of CCP is not so significant (almost the same in case

of the Y3 and Y10 mixes). In case of the Y17 mix, the

strength drop was much higher, of 62% of the strength of

the reference mix was reached by the Y17 mix. When MK

was added to the mix, it was still able to increase its

strength (by 13%), however not as significantly as in case

of the NSC. The MK/Y mix slightly decreased the com-

pressive strength, as it can be seen in Fig. 9.

In [27] the MK10 mix performed even better. There

110.42 N mm-2 compressive strength was measured on

that mix at 28 days of age. The difference in the results
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presented in [27] and in the present case could be explained

by the different quality of MK, because the reference mix

compressive strengths were very close to each other.

While in case of NSC, the CCP had positive effect on

strength, and in case of HSC, this benefit cannot be

observed. This can be caused by the phenomena observed

in the literature [25] that if the normal aggregate is sub-

stituted by recycled cellular concrete the sulfate content is

higher, which can lead to a sulfate swelling that leads to

cracking. In the present case part of the cement amount was

substituted by cellular concrete. This relatively low amount

of substitution caused sulfate swelling as well. In case of

NSC, which has higher porosity, this swelling has a posi-

tive effect by decreasing the porosity. The swelling parti-

cles fill the pores and in the vicinity of the small CCP

particles only small forces arise that cannot cause severe

damage in the concrete. However, in case of HSC, where

the porosity is much lower (low amount and size of pores),

there is no room for swelling and higher forces (due to

restrained deformations) arise, leading to the failure of the

material. As it can be seen in Fig. 9, the more CCP is added

the higher the strength decrease was, which can be

explained by the higher amount of swelling material. This

explains why the MK/Y mix has significantly lower

strength as well compared to the MK10 mix.

This could explain, why in case of NSC the Y10 mix

had the best performance. While in case of the Y3 mix, the

amount of CCP is not enough to fill the pores and in case of

the Y17 mix, the amount of CCP is too high, the Y10 mix

contains just enough CCP to fill the pores, but not too much

to cause high forces inside the material. Based on that it

can be concluded that the optimal CCP amount is depen-

dent on the porosity of concrete. In the present case, this

optimum is around 10% for NSC. If the porosity of the

concrete is too low (HSC) the substitution of cement with

CCP cannot be advantageous in a compressive strength

point of view.

Frost resistance test results

Normal-strength concrete with CCP added to the mix

The results of the frost resistance measurements are pre-

sented in similar order, as it was in case of the compressive

strength results. In Fig. 10, the results of the compressive

strength tests are presented after 0 and 150 freezing cycles
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(described in ‘‘Strength and durability tests’’ section) as

well as the ratio of the two measurements (indicated by

black stripes on the figures). The left axis of the figure be-

longs to the bars showing the compressive test results,

while the secondary axis on the right side of the fig-

ure belongs to the ratio of the compressive strengths (after

150 and 0 cycles). A concrete can be considered as frost

resistant if the 150 to 0 ratio is above 85%. Thus with these

additional materials, a frost resistant concrete could be

mixed. Hundred and fifty freezing cycles were applied

based on the recommendation of the standard [33], and

because in case of the reference mix, only a minor change

in compressive strength was observable until 100 cycles.

When the cement was partly substituted by CCP, the

values presented in Fig. 10 were measured. The results

show a clear tendency for both cases (after 0 and 150

freezing cycles):

• With the increase in the amount of CCP, the compres-

sive strength is increasing as well, until a given point,

around 10%.

• After that point, a strong reduction in strength is

observed.

The most advantageous of the investigated mixes is the

Y10 mix, which significantly increases the strength before

and after the freezing cycles as well. It is important to

mention that the proportional strength increase is even

higher after the freezing cycles compared to the reference

mix, meaning that the CCP not only increases the com-

pressive strength itself but the frost resistance as well. This

statement is true below a given amount (around 10%) of

CCP in the mix. When the ratio of the two measured values

is considered, the most outstanding is the Y3 mix (81%).

The Y10 (76%) mix was also able to increase the ratio of

compressive strengths.

The MK10 mix is still advantageous compared to the

reference mix after 150 freezing cycles (Fig. 10). However,

its proportional strength increase (40%) is significantly

lower, than it was before the freezing cycles (67%). After

the freezing cycles, the Y10 mix had better performance

than the MK10 mix. The MK/Y mix showed an outstand-

ing performance in this test. After the freezing cycles, it

increased the compressive strength by 72%, which is the

second best performance among the investigated mixes.

This means that the interaction of the CCP and MK can

even lead to a better performance, than separately. From a

frost resistance viewpoint, the MK10 mix was found to be

the weakest (60% 150/0 ratio), while the MK/Y mix had

good performance (84%). However, quantitatively the

compressive strength of the MK10 mix (35 N mm-2) is

still higher, than the reference mix’s (25 N mm-2). This

means, that the substitution of cement by MK is still

advantageous in a normal-strength concrete, but for dura-

bility design purposes, it has to be considered, that its frost

resistance is lower, than the mix containing only cement.

The reason behind the outstanding performance of CCP

can be seen on the SEM results (Fig. 8). The small CCP

particles work as a filling material, while the larger ones

introduce ideal size pores in the concrete. The chemical

structure of concrete and CCP are very similar and CCP

has high internal porosity. Thus, the new CSH crystals,

developing during the hydration of concrete, are able to

grow amid the already existing CSH crystals of CCP. There

is no proof of chemical connection between the newly

developed CSH crystals and the already existing ones,

however, based on the test results, the physical connection

could be strongly assumed. In case of clay brick, this effect

is not present.
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High-strength concrete containing CCP

Similar trends can be observed in the frost resistance

results of the high-strength concrete (containing different

amounts of CCP), as it was seen on the compressive

strength results (Fig. 11). CCP reduces the compressive

strength, and above 10% dosage, the decrease becomes

significant. The results of the Y3 and Y10 mixes are close

to each other (within 5% in both cases). The 150/0 ratio is

almost identical for all CCP dosages. The outcome of this

test shows that the CCP used as an SCM is not advanta-

geous in case of high-strength concrete, unless the 10–20%

of strength loss is acceptable for lower material cost

(- 10% cement). Thus, it is not compared in that case to

MK.

Freeze–thaw resistance test results

Normal-strength concrete with CCP added to the mix

Freeze–thaw test was used to determine the deterioration of

the concrete surface and the mass loss of the material was

measured. The results of the sawn surfaces were used in the

evaluation. The higher amount of mass loss means more

deterioration of the surface. The freeze–thaw test with

different amount of CCP applied had an interesting result

(Fig. 12). CCP addition has resulted in superior resistance

compared to the reference mix at the tested relatively low

cement substitution ratios. The loss of mass was influenced

by the amount of CCP applied in the mix. The higher the

cement substitution ratio was, the higher the loss of mass

caused by the internal damage due to the freeze–thaw

cycles. Similar behavior was observed in [27] for MK.

The Y3 mix only lost 18% of its mass compared to the

reference mix, the Y10 lost 36%, but the Y17 already lost

78% that is close to the mass lost by the reference mix.

Based on these results, the lower the CCP dosage is the

better, however, if cost reduction is significant as well, then

the Y10 mix can be advantageous as well. In case of the

frost resistance, the optimum of the amount of CCP was

found to be around 10%. However, in case of the freeze–

thaw resistance, this optimum is around 3% (or below).

Later more detailed investigation would be necessary to

determine this optimum.

Metakaolin addition has resulted in superior resistance

compared to the reference mix as well. MK10 has 52% less

mass loss, than the reference mix, which is somewhat

higher, than the mass loss of the Y10 mix. The most

superior performance was done by the MK/Y mix, as it
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showed in Fig. 12. It can be concluded based on these

results and the results presented in ‘‘High-strength concrete

containing CCP and MK’’ section that the combined use of

MK and CCP could be advantageous for increasing dura-

bility of normal-strength concrete. However, the combined

MK/Y mix produced still higher loss of mass, than the Y3

mix. Thus, the combination of the two materials is not

favorable against the Y3 mix. In Fig. 13, it can be seen that

over the freeze–thaw cycles at every cycle the Y3 mix is

the most favorable. All applied additives decreased the

initial slope of the figures (thus delaying the damage of a

structure) and had favorable values in long term (after

56 cycles) as well.

The superior performance of the mixes containing CCP

can be explained by the presence of tobermorite crystals

(C5S6H5—special type of CSH, which can be found in

cellular concrete). Tobermorite is well known for its

resistance against salty water (Roman concrete) [37]. In the

present case, the tobermorite crystals in the concrete could

increase its resistance against the salty water applied during

the freeze–thaw resistance test.

High-strength concrete containing CCP and MK

On high-strength concrete, CCP has very strong effect from

the viewpoint of freeze–thaw resistance. Figure 14 shows

that smaller amount (Y3 and Y10) of CCP highly

decreased (12% and 1%) the loss of mass caused by

deterioration. However, higher amount of CCP caused

higher mass loss, than it was in case of the reference mix.

MK has advantageous effect as well in correspondence

with [27], as it can be seen in Fig. 14. In case of the high-

strength concrete, the combination of CCP and MK was not

so well performing as it was in case of the normal concrete.

In this case, the MK10 mix had much lower mass loss (7%)

compared to the MK/Y mix (22%). The Y10 mix per-

formed better, than any other mix in this comparison. It is

important to highlight that both the Y10 and MK10 mixes

had mass loss less than 200 g m-2, which is the limit value

in the standards [35]. These values measured are so small

that it is not appropriate to differentiate them (due to the

uncertainty of the measurement process), thus as conclu-

sion the following remarks can be declared:

• In case of high-strength concrete, the Y3, Y10 and

MK10 mixes all performed exceptionally.

• The Y17 mix had an unfavorable effect.

• The MK/Y mix performed quite well, however com-

pared to the mixes, where only CCP or MK was applied

it is unfavorable. Thus, based on the freeze–thaw

resistance test results the combination of the two

materials is not advantageous, similarly to the literature

data, where two SCMs were combined [27].

Conclusions

The present study introduces a novel application of cellular

concrete powder (CCP). Laboratory tests were performed

on samples, cast from different concrete mixes containing

CCP and MK and their effect was monitored. Experimental

observations of the physical properties and durability of

concretes with CCP content are summarized. During the

research both individual and combined use of CCP and MK

were investigated. Most important aim of this experiment

series was to reveal if CCP could be applied advanta-

geously as an SCM in concretes with different strength.

CCP was applied as cement substitution in different

dosages (3–17%) and additive to the mix. The main

observations and findings are the following:

• CCP works as a filler material (physical effect), not as a

traditional SCM, like MK (chemical effect).
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• The amount of Ca(OH)2 is the same in case of the

Reference mortar and in case of the Y10 (10%

substitution of cement by CCP) mix, which indicates

that there is no hydration of CCP during the hardening

of concrete.

• CCP was found to be able to increase the compressive

strength of normal-strength concrete, which can be

explained by the filling effect of the optimal size

particles of CCP.

• The optimal dosage (considering compressive strength

and maximum possible dosage) of CCP in case of

normal-strength concrete is around 10%.

• Compared to MK, CCP was less advantageous from

strength point of view; however, it has to be taken into

account that CCP is a freely available construction

waste and its usage comes with environmental and

economic benefits.

• In case of high-strength concrete CCP decreased the

compressive strength, while MK was still beneficial,

that can be explained by the sulfate swelling of CCP

that cause microcracks in the material if its porosity is

too low.

• CCP was found to be highly advantageous to increase

frost and freeze–thaw resistance of normal-strength

concrete. The optimal dosage of CCP was for frost

resistance around 10%, while for freeze–thaw resis-

tance around 3%.

• On high-strength concrete, the only real advantage of

CCP was the decrease in mass loss during the freeze–

thaw resistance tests (with low dosage). MK performed

similarly on freeze–thaw test.

• Based on the SEM analysis, CCP introduces optimal

sized air bubbles in the concrete and fine particles to

decrease the number disadvantageous pores.

As conclusion, it can be drawn that CCP could be

advantageous in normal-strength concretes, both from the

standpoint of compressive strength and durability.
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